
138 Test dips probes, jumper cables, speaker connectors, banana plugs.
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Test probe adapter clips, jumper wires and test probes
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(1) Test lead kit Includes two 33" test leads, two heavy-duty test probes,
two alligator clip adapters, two spring -loaded test hooks, and a soft vinyl
storage case. #278-1158

(2) Alligator clip adapters. Slip over test probe tips to make dependable
temporary connections. Includes one red, one black. #270-354

(3) Mini -hook adapters. Slip over test probe tips. Use to make temporary
connections to small component and IC leads. One red, one black. #270-334

(4) Mini -clip jumper wires. 20" long. Includes one red, one black. #278-016

(5) Test leads with safety -shrouded banana plugs. Shrouded plugs fit
input jacks of most testers. 36" long. Includes one red, one black. #278-708
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(6) Test leads with right-angle banana plugs. 47" long. Includes one
red and one black. #278-713

(7) Test leads with standard (straight) banana plugs. 36" long.
Includes one red and one black. #278-704

(8) Test leads with right-angle pin tips. 47" long. Includes one red and
one black. #278-712

! Test probe wire
Stranded, 20 -gauge conductor. Rated 1000 volts and 105°C, it's ideal
for custom probe wires or when flexibility without breakage is needed.
UL listed. 20 feet. Red. #278-563 Black. #278-564

Insulated test/jumper cable sets
Color -coded test leads have an insulated clip at each end. Provide secure connections for easier testing.
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Fig. Length Clip Type Set of Description Cat. No.
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24K gold-plated connectors ideal for Megacable® and other large speaker wires
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(13) Flat -pin connectors. Sets of four. Each includes two red, two black.
For 10 to 12 -gauge cable. #278-310 For 14 to 16 -gauge cable. #278-317

(14) Snap -spade connectors. Sets of eight. Each has four red, four black.
For 10 to 12 -gauge cable. #278-311 For 14 to 16 -gauge cable. #278-316

(15) Dual banana plug. Fits dual jack with standard %" spacing. #278-308

(16) Banana plugs. Set of two. One red, one black color coding. #278-306
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(17) Twist -lock banana plugs. Set of two. One red, one black. For 12 -gauge
wire. #278-307

(18) Crimp -on banana plugs. Set of two. One red, one black. For 12 to 16 -gauge
wire. #278-321

Deluxe pin connectors. Sets of 4. Two with red and two with black color coding.
(19) For 10 to 20 -gauge wire. #278-309 For 14 to 16 -gauge wire. #278-320

(20) Ring terminals for 8 -gauge Megacable. One red, one black. #278-334

Banana plugs, binding posts and hook clips
Why put up with makeshift hookups? You can use these connectors to add reliability and a neat appearance to projects, test gear and high -power speaker connections.
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(21) Stackable banana plugs. Has banana jack for chain hookups. Includes
one red, one black. #274-734

(22) Solderless banana plugs. Includes one red and one black. #274-721

(23) Banana plugs with flexible strain relief. One red, one black. #274-730

(24) Gold-plated crimp -on banana plugs. Ideal for speaker connections-
accept 16 to 12 -gauge wires. Includes one red, one black. #278-321

(25) Nylon binding posts. Mount in X6" holes. One red, one black. #274-662

(26) Banana jacks. Mount in A" holes. One red, one black. #274-725
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(27) Multipurpose posts. Versatile! Accept banana plugs, spades, phone tips
and wires. Set of fcur. Includes two red, two black. #274-661

(28) Binding post to banana plug. Stackable. One red, one black. #274-716

(29) Dual in -line banana plug. Built-in jack accepts test probes, probe wire
and/or banana plugs. #274-717

(30) Chassis -mount dual female binding post Accepts dual in -line banana
plugs. Mounts in X" holes. #274-718

(31) Safety binding posts. Accept banana plugs and up to 16 -gauge wires.
Mount in 8mm (%") holes. One red, one black. #274-550
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